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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 214 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 4.9in. x 0.6in.Shapeling TrilogyBook One: Roth:
ProtectorBook Two: Fawn: MasterBook Three: Davide: PrinceMysteries introduced in book one are
solved throughout books two and three. For over two thousand cycles of the sun, Roth Beowolf has
completed missions as a Shapeling Protector. The successful completion of his current assignment
will usher him into the ranks of Shapeling Master. The Thirteen co-Princes have sent him to act as
bodyguard to Rainey Childress, spoiled heiress and brilliant scientist. This decisive mission is turning
into possibly his worst. As the only child of Harold Childress, founder of Childress Enterprises, Rainey
Childress stands at the brink of an amazing discovery using frequencies to alleviate untold
suffering. Because of her work and her heritage, bodyguards are a way of life; however, Roth
Beowolf is turning into the bodyguard from hell. . . or is that heaven Excerpt: Rainey punched her
pillow yet again. She wanted to sleep, needed to sleep because of the workday ahead of her. She
opened her eyes and sat up. Damn bodyguard. What was his name Ross. . . Ron. . . Rat. ....
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Reviews
It in a single of the most popular publication. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am effortlessly will get a delight of studying a published book.
-- Aisha Swift
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. This really is for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth looking at. Your daily life period
will likely be change when you complete reading this publication.
-- Ver onica Ha uck DVM
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